
Descriptive Essay on My father

This article is about how a perfect father looks to us and his role in our life.

People may say that a perfect father does not exist; in fact, I do not know if that is true, but what I do

know for a fact is that an excellent father to me: Everything in my father is special; the way they

dress, the way they move, the way they behave, the way they talk, etc. Sometimes, it would be great

to be a small percentage of it. But first, let's talk about what dad looks like.

At first, you could see that his clothes were neat and orderly; However, if you know him as well as I

know him, you may realise that he wears all kinds of clothes; strong, dark, clear, cheap, expensive,

soft, organised, unorganised, playful. All of her clothes are different, and I love them, but to be

honest, there is a jacket I don't like at all, it is heavy, forehead and in my opinion a little oldie. His

clothes fit well with the way he looked. My father was tall and thin; he always cut his hair and grey. In

other words, my dad's appearance is simply unique.

If I look at her, I would say that the way she acts and moves is an important part of her personality.

For example, the most depressing thing is that he often walks very fast; this may be why he is so thin,

he walks so much everywhere, and I often believe he does not walk; he runs! Taking the way he eats,

he has some way of twisting his tortilla and making some lump and then chewing it without noise; he

loves to eat, and every time I eat with him, I wish I could enjoy the food as he does. When he eats, he

does not speak; however, when he says it is another matter. When he speaks, it is easier to notice

how he speaks because he is always rude; when he has doubts, he always smiles when he is happy,

and he always stays honest when he is worried. His words make it even more interesting to listen to

him.

He is the kind of person who is interesting to listen to. I would say that I would learn something if I

heard him. Whenever I want to be honest, I always go with my dad because he gives me his opinion

from the bottom of his heart. On the other hand, when he needs to tell me something, he waits for

the right moment to say it to me, somewhere quiet and comfortable. And if it is a bad thing, he

always tries to give me advice; when he gives me advice, it is important to me because I feel the

support that everyone needs; when my father supports me, I feel confident and safe.

The father is the kind of person who does not show much emotion. But I would say he can; however,

when she and I are not like that, she may not kiss and jug me every day, but when she does, it

becomes what I think is the most sincere action that a person can do ask for. When e kisses them, I

feel warm and loved, her firm skin becomes soft. In conclusion, some people may think this article is

a little cheesy, and it probably is, but I do not care because there was no one else I wanted to

describe. I have a great opportunity to have this amazing dad.
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